
KEY AND FEATHERED BRUSH

Feathering is Photoshop's term for "soft edges." Creating a soft edge around a selection is a nice way to blend images,
highlight an object within an image, or adjust harsh edges for web graphics. This document explains two ways of
feathering an image in Photoshop.

When this option is deselected, the speed of the cursor determines the spacing. This will present you with a
dialog box that allows you to set the tool you want to stroke with. Decreases smoothing when you zoom in the
document; increases smoothing when you zoom out. The on-canvas drag shortcuts make diameter and
hardness adjustments simple and intuitive. This makes for very intuitive painting especially when used on size
and opacity settings. For an even more chiseled look, reload the brush and swirl it under your jawline and
along your hairline as well. Turning this off may help if your brush is rendering slowly. You can draw a
straight line with any brush by clicking once, letting go, moving to another point, holding the Shift key, and
clicking a second time. Adjust For Zoom Prevents jittery strokes by adjusting smoothing. No more guess work
needed because we can see exactly what's happening to the edges as we drag the slider: Blur the overlay edges
by dragging the Radius slider towards the right. You can customize even further by creating your own custom
brush shape. If this option is deselected, the speed of the cursor determines the spacing. You have to select
what you want to keep and then invert the selection by using the Inverse function; all details surrounding the
selection will be selected. Fade Using the Fade control allows you to specify the number of steps over which
the setting will incrementally decrease until it reaches its minimum. Setting the mode e. This opens the
Gaussian Blur dialog box. To learn more about Photoshop's selection tools, see our How to make selections in
Photoshop series. Checking this option turns a couple of other sliders on, which set the Minimum Depth and
Depth Jitter. You can see the amount of wear with the Live Brush Tip Preview to the upper left of the image.
Alternate use: combing, taming, and de-clumping your lashesâ€”just make sure the spoolie is clean first. To
specify the maximum percentage of scattering, enter a value. Cursor movements within the smoothing radius
leave no mark. You can even use the Simulate Pressure button to activate any control methods you have set on
your brush. Granularity Controls how grainy the paint drops look. Then, I'll click on the Quick Mask icon at
the very bottom of the Tools panel. The final setting in this group is Spacing, which determines how often the
brush is sampled onto the layer. And there we have it! Sharpen Tip Returns the tip to the original sharpness.
Controls the width of individual bristles. The History Brush tool is great for undoing just one portion of an
image. I want to keep the area I've selected in the center of the image and delete the area around it, which
means I'll first need to invert my selection by going up to the Select menu at the top of the screen and choosing
Inverse. Photoshop contains a number of brush libraries in addition to the defaults, which can be easily
appended to the current list of presets. Texture Adding a texture to your brush can give a wonderful sense of
depth. The Inverse function simplifies the process of deleting the background detail. Click on Layer 0, which
contains your image. Key commands make repetitive tasks easier. This can be extremely helpful if you have a
tricky curve or complex shape to paint. Flow, on the other hand, sets the amount of paint applied to an area
every time the brush moves. Spacing Controls the distance between the droplets. These brushes are typically
flat, rounded at the tip, and dense, so they can pick up a bunch of powder or cream for a concentrated color
payoff. The further you drag the Radius slider, the more blurring you'll apply to the overlay and the softer the
edges will appear. Stylus Wheel If your stylus comes equipped with a Stylus Wheel, you can use it to control
variance on the fly by rotating it. Protect Texture Ensures that the same texture is used for every brush with a
texture.


